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No Myth in Collegiate
SacramentoPromising to
turn out "500,000 new
student, faculty and staff
voters for both the June Sand
November 6 statewide
elections," the campus
campaign for voter partici
pation (CCVP) today kicked
off its 1984 campaign in
Sacramento. CCVP has
targeted over 140 colleges and

Voting

universities throughout
California to demonstrate the
power of the college
community vote.
According toJim Lofgren of
the CCVP steering commit
tee, the collegiate voting
power is not a myth. "This
campaign focuses upon
potential voters who
otherwise would not be likely

Power

to vote," Lofgren stated.
"Through our voter
registration, voter education,
and get-out-the-vote efforts,
the campus community vote
will be a major factor in this
year's elections."
In a non-partisan effort,
the CCVP will work with
CALPIRG, Frontlash, The
League of Women Voters, the

UC student lobby, the
California State Student
Assoc. and a wide network of
interns and volunteers on
campuses across California
to put educational issues in
the forefront for this year's
elections. CCVP is a project of
the California Council On
Student Educational Needs
(CCSEN), a non profit
corporation dedicated to
improving the quality of
education in California.

CCVP also announced it
will be sending a delation
to a non-partisan national
student conference on voter
registration to be held
February 10-12 in Boston.
880 student government
presidents and campus
newspaper editors joined in
calling the conference, billed
as "the largest display of
unity among student leaders
in more than a decade."
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No And- Americanism In
Germany Says Quelle
by Dennis Hatcher
The West German Consul
for Public Information,
Herbert Quelle, spoke to a
large assembly on CSCSB
last Monday,Jan. 23. Quelle's
topic was post War Germany.
Addressing the audience in
a room filled to capacity.
Quelle focused the first half
of his discussion on the
question, "What makes the
Federal Republic of Germany
(F.R.G.) different from the
Third Reich?" After
explaining the fundamental
differences in Germany's
Basic Law and political
structure. Quelle turned the
discussion to some of the
more critical issues facing
the U.S. and the F.R.G.:
American soldiers in
Germany and the stationing
of nuclear missiles there.
The subject of soldiers and
missiles is a highly charged
and emotional issue for
Germans. While the station
ing of American troops in
Germany, as part of the
North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), has

long been viewed by some as
merely an extension of the
occupation immediately after
WWII, nuclear weapons in
their homeland is seen by
most Germans as intolerable.
To them, the missiles
represent a total disregard
for the safety and existance
of (iermany by NATO, and
the U.S. in particular. This
view is shared by other
Europeans who see the
situation as using Europe as
a battleground for the
superpowers, leaving the
U.S. and U.S.S.R. untouched
by nuclear holocaust. This
opinion is given much
credence by the fact that the
missiles, according to Quelle,
are of short range-approximately 25 miles-and
not the far reaching type
capable of striking targets
deep within Soviet territory.
Any war involving nuclear
weapons would be fought on
German soil, destroying
German resources, cities,
and lives.
Mr. Quelle has been
assigned to the West German

Consulate in Los Angeles for
2 years. In his early 30's,
Quelle has a beautiful wife,
Corina, who, like himself,
has an excellent command of
the English language.
Although they enjoy
Southern California, they
admit to dismay at the
stereotypical German
portrayed in Hollywood
movies.
Cal StaU Chronicle: What
did you hope to convey to the
students by your presen
tation tonight?
Quelle: 1 wanted to tell
people that today, the FRG is
a democratic state that is
open towards the world. This
openness shows we are not
afraid of opening our own
borders and showing
everybody that we can be
proud of our political system.
Chronicle: Do you think
most Americans are unaware
of Germany's importance in
the world today?
Quelle: There is some
prejudice that the Americans West German Consulfor Public Information, Herbert Quelle, spoke
i n g e n e r a l , w o u l d n o t to a large assembly on CSCSB on the topic of post War Germany.
con't on pg 5
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by Emily Hanisko
It has been predicted that
by 1994, $687.3 milion will be
needed to build new and
modernize, maintain and
repair old facilities on the
campuses.
What does this mean to us
at CSCSB? For the moment,
not much. Cal State will
probably be using some of
that fund but not real soon. A
request for funds was made
by Cal State's acting
Executive Dean and Director
of Plant Operations, James
Urata, for $220,000 to b^n
preliminary plans and
working drawings for a new
Theatre Arts Building. This
request has tenatively been
turned down by the

New Doctor
Page 5

(jovemor's office for the next
year, 1984-85. The reasons
for the building being given
low priority on the state's
funding list is because of its
low utilization, Mr. Urata
explained.
The proposed building
provides a 500-seat assembly
area for Drama and also has
auxiliary areas including
thirty faculty offices and
departmental offices. The
building will have an
"assignable area" of 17,050
square feet and a "gross
area" of 25300 square feet.
Because most of the area
would not be used for much
other than drama presen
tations, it would be often
cont. on page 3
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Former Soviet Liason Addresses Students
by Dennis Hatcher
Max J. Handy, a former U;S.
military liason officer to the
Soviets in Berlin gave a
presentation on post WWII
Germany to a group of CSCSB
students on Jan. 16. Speaking
before Miranda Munson's
German Culture class and
other interested persons,

Handy's lecture included his
observations during the great
Berlin Airlift, and the erection
of the Infamous "Wall of
Shame" that separates East
and West Berlin.
Handy was a member of the
U.S. intelligence community in
Germany and Berlin for 17
vears. His team was involved

in the recovery of Gary
Powers, the U.S. pilot shot
down over the USSR in 1962.
Handy has 23 decorations,
and awards for his govern
ment service, and is a
permanent alumnus of Gal
State San Bernardino.
Handy's presentation began
with a brief description of

A West German couple stare across the minefield border near
Duderstadt. In the background is a modem watchtower or
the East German side to watch for escape attempts.

historical events since 1944.
In that year, it became clear
the Allied Powers, which
included the USSR, would
become victorious, and plans
were made for the governing
of German territory.
With the three major powers,
U.S., ' England and USSR,
governing the defeated
German nation, Handy
explained, the process of
reconstructing Germany's
shattered economy was of
great importance. But the
process proved to be anything
but smooth as the Soviets
were constantly at odds with
the western Allies on how to go
about it. Finally, in June 1948,
the exasperated western
Allies issued a new
currency, the Deutsch Mark,
over the objections of the
Soviets. To counter the
western move, the Soviets
issued their own currency,
known as the Ost Mark, within
their zone of occupation. A few
days later, as tensions
mounted, the Soviets sealed
off Berlin by halting all ground
and water traffic to the city.
Berlin was now virtually
isolated 110 miles within the
Soviet zone, cut off from the
rest of Europe. Without
shipments of coal and

necessities of life from the
West, Berlin's population of 1
million faced starvation.
The Allies, cognizant of the
importance of keeping Berlin
free, mounted the greatest
airlift in history to re-supply
Berlin by air and keep it alive.
According to Handy, over
200,000 flights took place—an
average of 600 flights per day-to bring food, coal, clothing
and equipment to blocaded
Berlin. Equipment included a
complete electric power
station set up to restore power
to the city. What made this
airlift even more of a
"tremendous task," said
Handy, "is that these flights
took off and landed on
unrestored airfields left over
from the war." After11 months,
the Soviets realized the futility
of the blockade and reopened.
Berlin.
This would prove to be only
one of the many crises to face
the city of Berlin and the Allies.

Gene Anthony Ray and Ken
Swofford.
The auditions will be held in
Rehearsal Hall A, MGM
Studios, 10202 W. Wash
ington Blvd., Culver City.
Contenders for "Fame"
should enter at the
Washington Gate, directly
across from Motor Avenue.
"Fame" is produced by
Eilenna Produc t i ons i n
association w i t h MGM
Television. William Blinn is
the executive producer and
Ken Ehrlich, the producer.

7272, to request a call back,
he will return the call the
following day to set up an
appointment.
The counselors are
graduate students in the
master's degree program in
counseling psychology at
Cal State. They are
supervised by one of the six
clinical psychologists on the
college's faculty.
• Dr. Teyber stressed that
all counseling sessions are
kept strictly confidential.

Handy then took his
listeners forward in time to a
quiet Sunday morning, August
13,1961. At 2 a.m. electricity to
Berlin's electric train system
was suddenly cut off; phone:

cont. on page 4

News Briefs
- Last Chance
If you're interested in
studying abroad with OTP
next year,and haven't turned
in your application form yet,
you're running out of time!
So if you still want to polish
off your language skills,
experience other cultures, or
just get a different
perspective on world affairs,
you need to pick up an
application form-if you
haven't already done so-fill
it out and get it back to us in
PL 201. You have until the
end of the first week in
February. If you have any
questions, contact either Ken
Whitson or Dr. Rydell in PL
201 or call for an appointment
at 887-7471.
Police Officer-Entry
Level
The City of Santa Ana
Police Department has
several job openings for entry
level Police Officers. The
City will hire you as a Police
Recruit, send you to a
sixteen-week training
academy and pay you $1684
per month.
Upon successful com
pletion of the training;
academy you will be
promoted to Police Officer
and receive a salary of $2027
per month.
Requirements: Must
possess high school diploma
or G.E.D.; must be2I years of
age by Sept., 1984; no felony
convictions; eye vision
20/100 correctable or 20/20;
be in good physical condition.
Must apply by Thursday.
Feb. 16,19^ to: City of Santa

Ana Personnel, 20 Civic'
Center Plaza,Santa Ana, Ca.,
92701, 834-4154.

Studying To Become A
Bilingual Teacher?
Californians who a r e
studying to become teachers
in bilingual classrooms may
qualify for State aid, if they
have financial need.
The California Student Aid
Commission's Bilingual
Teacher Grant program is
offering assistance to college
undergraduates, graduates
and teachers who are
enrolled in approved
bilingual teacher training
programs. The application
deadline for the 1984-85
academic year is Feb. 9,1984.
Students wishing to apply
must be fluent in a second
language and must demon
strate financial need. Grants
range from $300 to $3,600 per
year, depending upon the
amount of need, and may be
renewed for up to four years.
Applications for the
Bilingual Teacher Grant
program a n d all o t h e r
Student Aid Commission
grant programs are available
at high school counseling
offices, college financial aid
officers a n d t h e Calif.
Student Aid Commission,
1410 Fifth Street, Sacra
mento, Ca., 95814, (916) 4450880.

Plan Now For Winterfest
The A.S. Winterfest and
Sixth Anniversary Cele
bration of the Student Union

will be an all-day party on'
Thursday, February 9th.
"Country Jamboree" will be
the theme for the Winter
Festival.
Associated Students invites
all campus clubs to
participate in the Winter
Festival and the birthday
celebration. "Prizes will be
awarded to those club booths
which most closely follow the
theme, so THINK COUN
TRY and dress the part!"
encouraged Clare Sharafinski. Activities Advisor.
Clubs wishing to partici
pate in the Winterfest should
contact Ms. Sharafinski at
887-7407 as soon as possible.

Open Auditions for
"Fame"
Open auditions for new
roles on the hit syndicated
series, "Fame," will be held
on Saturday, February 11, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., at MGM
Studios in Culver City.
Executive producer William
Blinn is looking for "strong
male and female actors who
look l i k e h i g h s c h o o l
students, with a special
ability, i.e., sing, dance
and/or play musical
instruments."
In order to
omsidered,
appliSaifV^Wi'st be l^lly 18
by July 1,1984.
"Fame," which has been
renewed for a second season
in first-run syndication
following two years on the
NBC "Television Network,
stars Debbie Allen, Lee
Curreri, Cindy Gibb, Albert
Hague, Billy Hufsey, Carlo
I m p e r a t o , C a ro l Mayo
Jenkins, Valerie Landsburg,

Free Counseling
New clients are now being
accepted by the Community
Counseling Center at Cal
State, San Bernardino.
People who are experienc
i n g personal, social o r
emotional problems may
receive free counseling from
the center's staff. Each year,
several hundred people visit
the center.
"We've seen people who
are having trouble finding
new directions or following
through and completing
plans they make for
themselves," said Dr.
Edward Teyber, director of
the center.
"Other people receive help
developing skills for
interacting with others,
making decisions and
reducing stress. Many are in
the process of changing
careers, are recently divorced
or having marital problems,"
Dr. Teyber said.
The procedure for obtain
ing assistance is simple. The
client calls Dr. Teyber's
message phone number, 887-

Trustees Endorse Am e n d m e n t For CSU
Constitutional Status
CSU Trustees last week
endorsed a Senate Constitu
tional Amendment which
would grant state constitu
tional status to the CSU if
adopted by the Legislature
and then approved by the
voters in the November, 1984
election. The amendment
was introduced by Sen.
Alfred Alquist (D-San Jose).
"The constitutional
amendment would officially
recognize that the state
university and its lay Board
of Trustees are ready to
assume full responsibility for
t h e o p e r a t i o n of o u r
campuses," said Chancellor
W. Ann Reynolds.
Dr. Reynolds and Board
Chairman John O'Connell,
former president of the
Bechtel Construction firm
and CSU Chico alumnus,
urged the state legislators to
give careful consideration to
the proposal. If passed by a
two-thirds vote, it would
place the issue on the
November, 1984 ballot.
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Ken Whitson highly recommends the California State
University International Program to interested CSCSB
students.

A YEAR IN GERMANY
by Brooke Laning
Have you ever dreamed of a
year in a foreign country,
learning to speak a foreign
language fluently, studying
at a foreign university,
travelling throughout
Europe during school
vacations? If so, you should
check into the California
State University Inter
national Program. Ken
Whitson, 24, currently a
political science major at Cal
State and Associated
Students' Legislative
Director, did, and was able to
spend an unforgettable year
in Germany.
On July 25, 1981 Whitson
took part in a orientation
meeting at a hotel near Los
Angeles International
Airport, where, as he put it,
"They told us that

Sprachkenntnisse). Passing
this language test was
necessary in order to be
allowed to study at a German
university. Whitson said he
had had three years of
German in high school and
one year in college, but had
gone about two years without
studying any. Yet after the
two months in Tubingen, he
passed the PNDS and went
on to the University of
Heidelberg.
When asked if he
experienced culture shock,
Whitson answered, "No-well,
maybe at the beginning-it
took some getting used to
stores closing at noon and not
opening again until 2 p.m.,or
not at all after noon on
Saturdays, and never
opening on Sundays."
cont'd on page 4

everything we expected
Germany to be, it probably
wouldn't be, which turned
out to be pretty true." After
filling out a lot of paperwork
and learning about some of
the things they'd do in
Germany, the group of 24
students, representing
several Cal State campuses,
took off the next day for
Germany. They played an 11hour long backgammon
tournament on the plane trip
over.
The group spent August
and September in Tubingenfour weeks at the Spach
Institute for an indoctrin
ation-type program and
another four weeks at the
American Institute to
prepare them to take the
PNDS (Prufung zum
Nachweiss der deutsche

Serrano Village Council is Back in Action
"We're back and open to
new ideas. The main goals of
the Village Council are to be
involved and plan activities
that are suggested by YOU!!"
said Steve Crandell,
President of the Village
Council.
"In order to be successful,
we need everyone's partici
pation and ideas. We need to
work as a team and not like
the Redskins did," added
Crandell.
need everyone's partMpaHon
and ideas.''
The Village Council meets
every Tuesday at 5 p.m. in
the Commons, Rm. 219.
Everyone is invited toattend.
The Village Council
moderates grievances, plans
activities,' and funds

by Carol Leish
Are there enough hours in
the day that you control and
get a full benefit from?
On January 25 at 1 p.m. in
the SUMP Dr. Martha Kazlo
from the Counseling Center,
spoke and showed a video on
time management. She
referred to time management
as an effective measure to
help in stress management.
"How do you spend your
time?" asked Martha Kazlo.
She then discussed the
importance of having

Building

cont. from page I
empty. Other universities
and colics on the campus
chain remain high on the
state's priority list because
they have demonstrated a
recognizable need for
classroom space.
The plans for a baseball
field for this campus have
also been pushed back one
year to 1988-89.
It has been recognized.

activities.
"If you're interested in
getting involved but can't
make it to the meetings, we'd
still like to hear from you,"
Crandell added.
The Village Council
officers are: Steve Crandell,
Mojave 228, President; Greg
Lo^n, Waterman 206, Vice
President; Theresa Kasick,
Arrowhead 131, Treasurer;
Marianne de Boss, Morongo
205, Secretary.
Treasurer Kasick reported
that the Village Council
earned $250 from fund
raisers last quarter. "Let's
get involved in more bake
sales and support those
"Munchy Baskets" and
increase our revenues,"
stated Kasick.
Morongo, sponsored by the
Council, is having a semiformal dance Feb. 10th and
everyone, including nonSerrano Village residents, is
welcome to come!!

Villiage Counsil is back/ Officers pictured from left to ri^t: Theresa Kasick, Marianne de Boss,
Greg logan,and Steve Crandell

priorities and keeping a
schedule "to keep track of
how you spend time," she
said. Which is a priority?
Watching t.v. or studying?

not spend it (waste time). By
realizing whether the day or
night time is best for you, you
can schedule vourself and
increase productivity.

According to Allen
Lincoln's "How To Get
Control Of Your Time and
Life," you can "master your
time and master your life."
According to Allen, by having
pnorities and goals within
the context of a daily todo list
or you can live your life and

Remember, if you want a
better understanding of
coping with stress, come to
the SUMP on Feb. 1 at noon
to leam how stress is a
manifestation and that
ultimately, relaxation
techniques will help you cope
with stress.
CSU students are usually
older than students...else
where; nine of the campuses
in the chain have a limit to
how many students they will
let come through the doors
and regularly turn away
large numbers of them.
Bemuse of an increased
success of programs designed
to attract minorities to
baccalaureate institutions,
Cal State expected to be
enrolling more of these
students.

though, that this campus is
in need of office space for
part-time instructors and
others, according to Urata.
Construction is in progress
where stor^e areas are being
converted into office space,
added Mr. Urata.
The enrollment for the
next ten years is expected to
remain relatively stable
although the number of
eighteen to twenty-four year
olds is expected to decline.
The reasons for this are that
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Mail-Art
Show
In The Dark
What do Buzz Blur, F. Stop
artists responded with three
Fitzgerald and Gail Alien
have in common besides
funny names? They all
currently exhibit work in the
Mail-Art show-*Tn The
Dark" at Gallery £ in the
Visual Arts building.

IN THE
DARK

hundred-ninety individual
pieces of art. Some worked
the theme "In The Dark" into
their pieces, others person
alized the work with their
own themes. Some of the
envelopes are as fanciful and
unique as the artwork itself
and are displayed on the
airconditioning ducts of the

small gallery.
Gallery 2 is located in the
Visual Arts Building across
from the Admissions and
Records Building and is the
first room on the right as you
enter from the north end.
Gallery 2 is open Monday
through Friday from 11 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. The exhibition
ends Feb. 20.

What started out as a\
project for the advanced
Photography class ended up
as an important cultural
exchange. The class sent an
invitation to four hundredsixty persons who had^
participated in mail-art
exhibitions before, as well as
advertising in "Artweek."
One hundred-sixty-two

Former Liason
service in the eastern sector
was dead. By the light of dawn
all of Berlin awoke to see
windows being boarded up,
ditches dug, and Soviet tanks
taking up positions in the
eastern half of the city. By
sunset,, the wall had risen. A
stunned Berlin, an outraged
world, watched In horror at the
drawing of this "iron curtain."
Handy explained the
reasons for the Soviet action.
Prior to August of that year,
there had been great unrest in
the Soviet zone of Berlin and
East Germany. Millions of
Germans were entering the
West via Ber^n. By August, 3.5
million had managed to cross
into Western hands. Soon,
there would be no more people
for the Soviets to control in
desperation, they erected the

cont'd from page 2

wall to seal off Berlin and stop
the exodus. It worked,
although through the years,
thousands have managed to
Ascape to the west.
Handy showed slides and
personal photos, depicting
how the wall looked when first
built, and of the "improve
ments" made since then, such
as dragon teeth and ditches to
prevent automobiles from
bursting through the wall.
Glass, and sharp, jagged steel
have been poured into the
concrete along the top of the
wall to discourage jumpers
and climbers. Mines and
machine guns, as well as
sophisticated electronic
devices that can hear the
sounds of tunnelers have also
been added.
Since 1971, when a new

allow greater freedom for the
inhabitants of East Berlin, the
east has seen a great deal of
improvement. Although much
of East Berlin still contain ruins
from WWII, shops seem to
have flourished and shortages
were, for awhile, disappearing.
Since 1979, however, with the
advent of the crisis in Poland,
East Germany and Berlin are
once again experiencing food
shortages.
Of his personal beliefs or.
the Berlin wall today, Handy
stated, "I am surprised it (the
wail) has stayed up this long."
He explained that the Soviets
maintain and modify the wall at
a great cost, implying the
Soviets can hardly afford the
expense in view of their
continuing economic hard
ships.

Poge 4

Whitson said he took most
of his classes in history and
economics. He explained that
German universities don't
have political science majors
per se-the most similar one
would be international
economics.
In comparing German
universities to American
ones, Whitson said, "There's
a whole lot less studentinstructor contact, since the
instructors tend to stand on
high pedestals." He did note,
however, that some of the
professors are rejecting this
trend and making themselves
more accessible. Whitson
also pointed out that most
German campuses are spread
out within the city itself,
instead of being a separate
entity. Whitson felt that the
students studied their
specific subjects so intensely,
they lacked in general
education, and said, "The
European system is basically
anti-general education-if
your major is biology, that's
all you're allowed to study."
In addition, Whitson ^aid,
"Classes are not designed
around exams and papers
like they are here." He said
they are designed around two
major exams taken midway
and at the end of the average
five to six yearstudy time at a
(^rmany university. The
State exam at the end of their
studies is equivialent to a
Masters here. For their
purposes, the students in his
group took oral examinations
at the end of each semester.
He also added, "Thestudents
that I knew weren't used to
working and studying at the
same time-their university is
paid for-ours isn't."
Whitson explained that he
did not work while he was in
Germany, because having a
student visa, he would have
been allowed to work only
once a week, and never twice
in a row for the same
employer-it would be rather
difficult to qualify for a job
under those conditions. He
indicated that his year

DO YOU LIKE
PEACE CORPS

A HEALTHY
CHOICE.
Be choosy. Become a Peace Corps nurse. Help people
in developing countries to organize clinics, village health
teams, and vaccination programs. You could make a
difference in one of over 60 countries where health care
is poor or nonexistent.

Peace Corps Representatives will be at the South Entrance to
Cal State San Bernardino's Pfau Library on Feb. 21 and 22. Put
yourself where you're needed...Joln the Peace Corps!

MONEY?

If SO, the Cal State
Chronicle Needs You!
We Are Now
Interviewing For
The Position Of:

The Cal State Chronicle
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abroad, "cost me ^,200
roughly, including airfare,
room and board, incidentals,
and my vacation travel-the
whole kit 'n kaboodle."
Whittson had been working
for a year and a half towards
the goal of going to (Germany,
so he used his savings, sold
his car, and took out a
government student loan in
order to be able to afford the

''Whitson had
been working for
a year and a half
towards the goai
of going to
Germany^^.^'
year abroad.
Whitson said he was able
to travel quite a bit
throughout the rest of
Europe. Besides single day
excursions to Munich,
Bodensee, and several
famous castles in southern
Germany with his group,
Whitson took full advantage
of the two-month-long
semester break around
February and March by
travelling through Italy,
Greece, and Yugoslavia,
mostly on his own, or with
(^rmans he met along the
way.
Whitson said he is
very impressed with the
California State University
International Program. He
said that the Chancellor from
the Office of International
Programs in Long Beach,
Richard Sutter, came over to
Germany three-fourths of the
way through the year to
discuss the quality of the
program with the students.
Whitson remembered the
only complaint being that the
language courses in Tu
bingen were not intensive
enough. He highly recom
mends the program to any
CSCSB students who might
be interested in such an
experience.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, bilingual educa
tion, folk music and folk
dance, history, political
science, sociology.
Spanish language and
literature and intensive
Spanish. Six-week ses
sion. July 2-August 10,
1984. Fully accredited
program. Tuition $410.
Room and board in
Mexican home, $435.
EEOIAA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 62M729

The Cat State Chronicle

[ HEALTH C O R N E R
This is a weekly column. If
you have any healthrelated questions that you
would like answered, drop
your questions in the boxin
the Health Center Lobby.
1. After eating too much,
does taking laxatives help
one to lose weight?
People with binge-purge
syndrome (bulemia— try
vomiting or taking large
amounts of laxatives. Recent
studies show laxative purges
do not prevent the body from
gaining weight. A study done
found that people who took 25
over-the-counter
laxatives
following meals absorbed
virtually all of the calories
consumed (90%). Comparing
this to people who took no
laxatives, the study found
that 96.4% of the calories
were absorbed. Laxatives
offer no advantage in taking
off weight. Weight control is
best accomplished by
maintaining a low calorie diet
and exercise. There are no
shortcuts!

penis and vagina. The
answer given by the patient
can greatly influence the care
when missed periods,
infections, surgical pro
cedures, trauma, etc. are
concerned. During the child
bearing period of a woman's
life, being sexually active
may be the cause of a missed
period. This may result in a
diagnosis of either intra
uterine or extrauterine
pregnancy. An extrauterine
pregnancy may be serious
and life threatening if it
ruptures; therefore, the truth
about sexual activity is vital
in diagnosis and treatment.
Genital infections have
created an entirely new field
of Sexually Transmitted
Diseases. The knowledge of
sexual activity is a must to
ensure accurate diagnosis
and successful treatment of
both parties involved.

For the successful outcome
of vaginal reconstructive
surgery, a surgeon must
explore the sexual activity
preoperatively. The extent of
the surgery and the type of
surgery depends on the
2. When a gynecologist sexual activity of the patient.
asks, "Are you sexually
active?" Does this mean
From the above, brief
only activities involving a
penis, or other activities? discussion, it is evident that
the knowledge of sexual
activity is important in the
When this question is asked care of patients. It does not
by a gynecologist taking a only involve the penis.
medical history, it refers to Remember, it takes two to
activities involving both the make a night to remember.

No AntiAmericanism
con't from pg 1.
understand. But my experi
ence here in L.A., in close
contact with students, this
has proved to be totally
unjustified. People are very
well informed; more
informed than I previously
thought. At least I get this
impression from the feedback
questions. I sense, in a way,
that these questions
somehow articulate what
others are thinking. If it's not
the facts that everybody
has, it is at least thefeelingthe awareness that Germany
is a very strong and very
important ally of the United
States.
Chronicle: There seems to
be a new ideal for Germans
today, a sort of new identity,
that says "We don't need the
Americans anymore."
Quelle: I would certainly
agree with part of what you
said, but with just a remark
of caution there. I would
certainly not detect an antiAmericanism per se. in
(Germany. We saw something
of that kind among students
in the late 1960*s, but at the
same time you had the antiestablishment revolt in this
country.
Let me accept what you
said as a fact, then I would
say that this dissent stems

from a certain type of
intellectual elite that you find
in the universities, which is
still, probably, an effect of
tendencies developed in the
late go's. Some of the people
were critical of the
Americans at the time of the
American involvement in the
Viet Nam War, and are now
professors and assistant
professors. In Germany,
there has been a criticism of
this attitude.
Chronicle: Since (^rmany
is our greatest political ally,
can you explain why there
was such a great outburst of
public opinion against
President Reagan asking for
sanctions against the Soviet
natural gas pipeline?
Quelle: That's a good
question. I think the major
reason for that was that
people detected an inconsistancy in American policy
in that area. Our Economics
Minister, in June 1982,
pointed out that it was very
difficult for (^rmans to
understand why the
Americans made such a big
deal about this pipeline,
when at the same time gave
in to lobbying of the farmers,
and did not establish a grain
embargo.
There are certain dif
ferences, I admit, and our
government admitted at the
same time, between grain
and technology. But what did

j
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3r J have problems with
ingrown toenails. Is there
anything I can do to
prevent this?

Infected ingrown toenails are
a common problem that can
usually be prevented by
proper trimming of the nails.
What usually happens is the
nail gets trimmed or broken
back on the side. This opens
the tissue and an infection
gets started. At this point,
hot water soaks ten minutes
three times daily will help
clear the infection if you are
lucky. This must be
continued until the toenail
grows out. If infection
persists, then removal of the
nail or other minor surgical
procedures are necessary.
The proper way to trim the
toenail is straight across so
that you can feel the end of
the toenail with your finger.

I

Dr. James Savage

)

not come across to the
American public was that
Germans were perfectly
willing to co-operate in the
area of export of high
technology to the communists-to make sure the
Soviet Union really did not
get technology that would
enable them to build
sophisticated computers for
weaponry.
(jermans have tried to
diversify their dependence in
the field of energy. You have a
totally different situation in
the U.S., and one has to see
this. Our government has
made sure that we would not
be singularly dependent on
Soviet gas, but that in timeof
crisis, we could switch to a
reserve source.
Chronicle: Is there any final
point or comment you would
like to make?
Quelle: The thrust of my
efforts here is first, to
promote better understand
ing of the Federal Republic of
Secondly, to make
this point for strong
friendship between the U.S.
and Germany: We must not
forget to search for, and find
our common basis.
Between equals, as we
would like to be treated, one
should always be able to tell
the superior power what one
dislikes, without being
attacked for being disloyal.

Dr. John P. Miller was recently appointed to the CSCSB
Health Center Staff.

New Doctor Joins
Health Center Staff
"The relaxed pace is the
number one reason I enjoy
being here. Practicing
obstetrics means lots of long
nights away from home. I
decided it was time for a rest,
though it is hard to leave
private patients I've grown
attached to," commented Dr.
John P. Miller concerning his
recent appointment to the
CSCSB Health Center.
"For instance," he added
while pointing toward the
orange and white lighted sign
that reads 'Welcome to Miller
Time,' "that was given to me
by a patient I've had for
twenty-five years. I've
deliver^ all of her children.
It is hard to give that up."
Dr. Miller has practiced
medicine in San Bernardino
for 30 years is a staff member
of St. Bernadine and
Community hospitals in San
Bernardino and Loma Linda
University Hospital.

His responsibilities at the
Health Center include
diagnosis and treatment,
physical examinations,
emergency care and referral
to specialists.
A San Bernardino resident,
he holds a 6.S. degree in
pharmacy from Temple
University. He earned his
doctor of medicine degree
from the Marquette Uni
versity School of Medicine.
He served 16 years on the
San Bernardino City Unified
School District Board of
Education and was board
president four years. Two of
his five children have
attended classes here. John,
Jr. is a former student and
Barbara Jo is a senior
business major.
When not working Dr.
Miller enjoys baseball,
reading and traveling with
his family every summer in
his motor home.

FRWKLY SPEAKING

• • • -tjy phil frank

I'/d KlOT SuRB LUHAT KNO OF
fflgTY MB UjAi Go'KjQ ID S'T
f f g . p i p Pot 'CUKS pEscEfiS'
OH HIS ICNSBS
*0 LEFK/

^ COLLIGE MEDIA SERVICIS-box 4244 Serkeiey.CA. 94704
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RECORD RACK; RAINBOW
Rainbow is back with a
new album, and yet another
personnel change. Gone is
Bobby Rondinelli, who has
been replaced behind the
drumkit by Chuck Burgi.
•Don't fear for Bobby because
rumor has it that he will be
playing on the upcoming
Scorpions album. How long
this lineup remains •"he same
is anyone's guess, although
Rainbow has never recorded
two albums with the samei
personnel.
This new album is one of
Rainbow's best efforts to
date. One reason for this is
that Joe Lynn Turner has
increased his role as a
songwriter. His presence
was first felt on 1982's
"Straight Between The
Eyes." On the new album he

is credited with co-writing
every song. His vocal
performances are better than
ever, and he has truly entered
that top class of Rock
vocalists.
David Rosenthal, who
replaced Don Airey on
keyboards, also deserves a
round of applause. It was a
tough job to replace Airey,
but Rosenthal has more than
filled the spot left by Airey.
Rosenthal displays his strong
Classical training on cuts like
"Can't Let You Go" and
"Street Of Dreams." During
Rainbow's live shows he lets
loose a very impressive
rendition of some of
Beethoven's work. The
Rhythm section is as strong
as ever. Burgi fills the
percussion slot with an

assortment of firey rhythms.
Roger Glover is still handling
the bass chores, in addition to
producing the album.
The one remaining
member of Rainbow is none
other than the "Man In
Black," Ritchie Blackmore.
Ritchie does not have the
siMce that he had in his days
with Deep Purple, but hedoes
make very efficient use of hi?
solo time. Even though he has
shortened his solos they still
are as blistering as ever.
During their live shows he
manages to stretch things
without losing touch with the
other band members. To this
I can attest as I was a mere
ten feet from the stage at
their last concert here in San
Bernardino.
Side one opens with an

energetic rocker entitled
"Stranded." Blackmore's
penchant for using his
tremelo bar is showcased on
this song. The next song is
"Can't Let You Go." The
intro by David Rosenthal is
an inspiring piece of Classical
Organ work. The theme is
nothing new, but this song
does give that theme a good
reworking. "Fool For The
Night" is next, this cut
features Turner's vocal
talents. The next track is
"Fire Dance." This song is a
quickly paced number faced
with a great deal of guitar
and keyboard interplay. The
side ends with a slow, bluesy
number entitled "Anybody
There?"
Side two opens with
"Desperate Heart." This
track picks up the pace of the
album, and is a goc^ lead into
the next. "Street of Dreams"

The Cal State Chronicle
is a well crafted song, with
perhaps the best in
strumental and vocal mix on
the album. The video is
equally as well crafted.
"Drinking With The Devil"
is the punchiest track on the
album; it has energy to spare.

"...he lets loose a very
impressive rendition of
Beethoven's work."
The next track is an
instrumental track entitled
the "Snowman." This cut
proves that Rainbow is not
your normal Heavy Metal
band. The instrumental are
reminescient of the old Deep
Purple days. The album ends
on an uptempo pace with a
track entitled "Make Your
Move."

ThisDesk CanReachMach 2.

Some desk jobs are
more exciting than

making authority.
In the air, and on the
oth^s.
ground, you have
As a Navy pilot
management responsi
or flight officer, your
bility from the begin
desk can be a sophis
ning. And your
ticated combination
responsibility grows
of supersonic jet air
as you gain experience.
craft and advanced electronic equipment. No company can give you this kind of
But you can handle it. Because Navy
leadership responsibility this fast. And
flight training gives you the navigation, nothing beats the sheer excitement of
aerodynamics and other technical
Navy flying.
know-how you need.
The salary is exciting, too. Right
In return. Navy aviation demands
away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.
something of you as an officer:
That's better than the average corpora
Leadership.
tion will pay you just out of college.
Your path to leadership starts with And with regular Navy promotions and
officer training that's among the most
other pay increases, your annual
demanding in the military. It's intensive salary will soar to $31,100 after four
leadership and professional schooling
years. That's on top of a full package
combined with rigorous Navy flight
of benefits and privileges.
training. And it's all geared to prepare
Before you settle down to an earthyou and other college
bound desk job, reach
I NAVY OPPORTUNITY
T 43^ for
thp skv.
Rpj^rh for
graduates for the
for the
sky. Reach
for
INFORMATION CENTER
imique challenge of
P.O. Box 5000, CUfton, NJ 07015
the coupon. Find out
Navy aviation. The
G Please send me more information about beci
what it takes to be
ing a member of the Naval Aviation Ibam. (0A)
program is tough but
part of the Naval
Nar
rewarding.
I Please Print)
Last
Aviation Tfeam. You
Address.
Apt. it
One important
could have a desk
City
.State.
.Zip.
reward for Navy
that flies at twice the
Age
.tCoIlege/Univereity.
officers is decisionspeed
of sound.
^Year in College.
.•CPA.
AMajor/Minor^
*

Phone Number.

(Area Code)
Beat Time to Call
This i? for general recruitment information. You do not have to
furnish any of the information requested. Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posf.
^ tions for which you qualify.
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NavyCMKicers
GetResponsibiljtyFast.

Record Trivia
Answers For Trivia
Questions Last Week:
1. Jimmy P^e was a
stuMo guitarist for the
English pop star Tom
Jones.
2. Guitarist Bob Welch
along with Peter Green
were the original leadersof
Fleetwood Mac,
Trivia Questions For This
Week:
1. Vocalist Jon Andenon has
composed music with what
Oscar winning composer?
2. What landmark rock n-rolt
album was releasfd 13 years
ago on January IS, 1969?

NEED A NEW CAR?
College Grad7'Student?
LlWe Or No Credit?
Low Down?

Call Mail

Jay Brand-Special College
Program Manager-883-8833
Dealer

Crest Chevrolet

Eveiybody Reads The Cal State
Chronicle

Advertise
WhfaUs
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CAY AND LESBIAN
COMMUMTY
CENTB
Hotline — Peer Counselino — Women's &
Men's Raps — Mediation/Arbitration —
Speaker's Bureau — TV & TS Raps

(714) 824-7618

BemerdkwCc

»,CA

Option House Hotilne
825-8862
Help for Battered Women

Cal Stale Coyotes Basketball Team
1984 Schedule
'Monday, January 30
6:15 p.m.
* Hernandez Center
Monday, February 6
8:15 p.m.
Hernandez Center
Wednesday, February 8
8:15 p.m.
'Hernandez Center
Monday, February 13
7:15 p.in^
Hernandez Center
4^222 N. Lugo Ave., San
Bernardino

IF YOU'RE INTO PIZZA, BEER AND BIG MACS
YOU'RE PROBABLY OUT OF SHAPE
if this is your lifestyle, you're more
than likely carrying around the
"FRESHMAN 10."
10 extra pounds of fat)
... and no body wants that.
So you're Oeginning to look like a ham
burger! Now is the time to start your phys
ical fitness program at Jack Latanne's. And
we've made it.real easy on your budget.

SPECIAL STUDENT
DISCOUNT

CLASSIFIEDS
For Solo: Yama hopper, motor bike,
runs well, low mileage, $275 call 6773278.
Writing Tutor One-third to one-half
of your grade Is based on term papers.
Do not flunk a subject you know well
because of an inability to express
yourself in writing. Gail Len Ehret,
Mon-Fri-at 887-2922. 2/22
For Salo: 5 drums. 3 cymbois set with
high hat and stool, $350. 80 Yamaha
IT 175, rebuilt engine,exceiient shape,
$650. 74 Capri. $1,350. Denis, 8801080.

ProfOMlonal TypM available to do
ail your college papers. Reasonable
rates. Gait 882-6502. 3/7
Malo Donors Needed for artificial
Insemination program. Must be
healthy. Reimbursement $30. Contact
Karen House at 824-4404. 5/30
Professional Word Processing
Better quality and less expensive than
regular typing services. Spelling,
grammar, punctuation and sex-free
writing checks available. Revisions at
reduced prices. Len Ehret (English
Major Graduate). 887-2922 Mon-Fri
ONLY. 2/15
EXPERIENCED TYPIST
886-2509(10:00 to 2:00)
886-6262 (other times)
Mrs. Smith

For Sale: AM/FM car cassette, new
with doiby and metal tape capabilities,
booster and 8 channel equalizer.$125
call 877-3543.
0/ve A Qtft Of Lore For V»l9nttn0^
Dajd Mini Doxies, from $250. BT/ RED
male and female. Call 661-1146 for
appointment.
The foliowirig pan-ume jobs are
ivailabie at the time the Cal State
Chronicle goes to press, however, we
:annot guarantee that they mil still be
available at the time ttie newspaper is
read. Additional ^ Jbs come in every
day and are posted daily,so check the
Part-Time Job board outside the
Career Planning arxl Placement
Center, SS 116.
SofttMn Umpires: Students who can
umpire t>oth slow pitch and fast pitch
Softball are needed to ump games
both in evenings. Some training will be
provided. You would be paid $13 a
game. Would probably umpire about 2
games a week in the evenings and on
weekends. No. 1097
Live-In Bebyeltten Child care
assistance for a 16 month old girl is
r>eeded from 7:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
on Monday through Friday. You would
be furnished with room, board and
small salary. No. 1092
LawUbrarlan: Student with an
interest in law and a background in
library science is needed to organize a
law library for a lawyer's office, it
would not be an ongoing job; rather, it
would be a one time situation.Salary is
open and position number is 1088.

So Join today.
$99. for one full year.
That's 66% off the regular
price I Must be 18 or older.

99.

Just
for one full year membership.

I Other prtcea prevail at Americen Health
and Fitness SIMS.

Regular exercise and good diet helps you lose weight
and feel good. Nautilus in many locations. Aerobics to
music, free weights, swimming pools, steam, whirlpools
and saunas, dressing rooms with private lockers, and
cosmetic makeup consultation are just some of the
amenities available to you at Jack LaLanne's.

Jack LaLanne's European Health Spas.
AnafwNn—f 370S80
A lUc^Utft
J6Z0 W KrftPtl.* AvP
•urbMNc—844-$S9S
74?4 VicKMyeivd

Cattm MdM/Sama Ana—
33M S 6ri^(oi

• Cardan Crave—4M-9990
• Clandale—24*200 S
Btvd
• Inglawoad—673-2ASS
4; i6 Century Bh/rt
• LaHawOQd—*34-42 72
4443 Cc*n(lfewc>0<f Avenue
' Lang Baach—433-9431
4 764 P.KilK Coast Hwy
• MIracIa MMa—4M-39St
5364 Wtlsnire 8ivt1
• MontebaHo—729-9111
?40i
Via Camp.;

> Pasadafta — 79*-9444
I '20 £asi Cua<aJo BivJ
• F^omona—*20-9371
i4oO East Hnij Avenue
• Ratada — 991'3930
18030 Snetmao xvay
• Rivarslda—3S9-0711
S/OC Afljngi on Avenue
- Rasamaad—299-4*99
3501 west H,*rt Avenue
• San BarnaedNta—999-1911
100 Wesi Hospitality L.*'se
• Thousand Oafes--497-9324
^ fvn Mtvrtpa'kHtf
,

• lOermHt—379-022*
23325 Hawthorne Bfvff
991-**S1
3S1 iV1o;jnt..rrl Avf">ue
Van Nu^ -791-1213
/tJ2 van Nuys &vO
• West Cavlna—9*9-3999
1026 west Covina P'kwy
• Wast €avfna-9**'4441
Health 9 Racguat
3211 ( OatveyAve
•Wast Garden Grava/
Wastmfmtar .999-0947
I2S/.' Valley v'le.v Si'eet

Chula Vista ~42*-4922
MV 3 rd Avenue
• CIMramofftt—27*-*079
3040 Ctai'erT^oni Drive
91 Cajon—S79-9I23
733 fifuatfvvay
• fast San Olago—S93-7«22
5385 El Cajon BivO
• North Park—299-992S
2200 university

Jack LaLanneli European llealUi Spas.

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

FILL OLTT THIS COUPON TODAY.

Make checks payable to Jack (.aLanne s
Enclosed frnd check/money order lor.

TAKE rr TO THE SPA OF YOUR CHOICE.
Name

$99. for one full year.

Address
City

Zip

For spouse information, contaa tfre spa nearest you. For furtfser information
call 213/861-0708. In Sart Diego call 619/276-9233.
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Editorials
CHANGE IN GRADUATION
CEREMONY NEEDED
After four, or mavhp five or six. years of college
graduating seniors have two things to look
forward to in June:
their diploma and a
sweltering overcrowded commencement
ceremony.
Graduates deserve more for their efforts than
sitting for hours under the hot June sun. The
graduate's family and friends deserve to be
treated better than overcrowded bleacher seats.
There are alternatives to the dreadfully hot
and overcrowded ceremonies of the past.
Splitting up the masters and baccalaureate
degree conferals would help. The bachelors
ceremony could begin in the morning and the
masters degrees.
could be given out in the
late afternoon. If timed correctly no lights would
have to be installed.
Another alternative would be to have each
school conduct separate ceremonies.
The
ceremonies would then be small enough to hold in
the recital hall.
Both of these alernatives require more than
one ceremony, but this is not only inevitable; but
desirable. Those students receiving master of
art degrees should be given special reco^ition in
their own ceremony. Making them sit in the hot
sun for two or three hours while baccalaurate
degrees are confered does not confer the proper
respect for their accomplishments.
At the very least, if the ceremony's format
cannot be changed this year, refreshments and.
canopies should be provided during the
ceremony.

Guest Analysis

Andropov, Soviet Policy and the
Succession Crisis: Staying the Course
by P.A. DeBiaso
Pol. Set. Instructor
This is the first half of a
two-part series. The
second half of the article
will follow in next week's
issue.
The prolonged public
absence of Soviet President
Yuri Andropov is providing
Western commentators yet
another opportunity to
debate the international
political ramifications a
change in leadership might
entail. Setting aside for the
time our inability to know
precisely the condition of Mr.
Andropov, of what signifi
cance is a change in
leadership to the policies
followed by the Soviet Union.
Following the death of
Leonid Brezhnev reports
abounded concerning a new
and more moderate direction
in which Andropov might
take Soviet military and
foreign policy. To this end the
media alluded to Chairman
Andropov's liberal inclin
ations. (Inclinations he
acquired no doubt initially as
Ambassador to Hungary
where he oversaw the Soviet
invasion of that country in
1956 and later as long time
head of the KGB secret
police). Western self-delusion
has quickly turned into

disillusion. Mr. Andropov
has carried out Soviet
military programs and
f o r e i g n policy a c t i v i t y
consistent with that
established by Brezhnev
during his 18 year reign.
The monolithic militaryindustrial sector develops
u n d e r Brezhnev, t r a n s 
forming the Soviet economy
into the world's largest
producer of strategic war
material, proceeds exped
itiously under Andropov. The
continuing quest for military
supremacy, which is driven
by the requirements of Soviet
national strategy, is readily
apparent. For example, the
Soviet Union continues to
produce annuallly 11,060
armored fighting vehicles,
6,000 main battle tanks,
3,000 mi l i t a ry a i r c r a f t ,
50,000 surface-to-air missiles
and nearly 80 naval ships.
In the area of nuclear arms,
uninterrupted and extensive
production reaffirms the
central priority Soviet
leaders accord these weapons
in military strategy. For the
last five years the Soviet
Union has been producing
annually: 200 ICBMs, 200
SLBMs, over 400 theater and
short-range nuclear missiles

in one year than the U.S.
plans to deploy over the next
decade. Soviet military
p r e p a r a t i o n s of t h i s
magnitude have gone beyond
any reasonable defensive
requirements. Soviet nuclear
weapons programs continue
to reflect a d^icate(|effort to
achieve an unequalled
strategic force posture. As a
result, today, there are few
crucial areas of military
power in which the U.S.
maintains a clear advantage.
In addition, this growth of
m i l i t a r y power c a s t s a
lengthening shadow over
Soviet international political
behavior.
Soviet foreign policy
demonstrates considerable
continuity under Andropov's
tutelage. Although Brezhh n e v ' s policies t o w a r d
Afghanistan and Poland
came u n d e r increasing
western criticism, Andropov
has effected no perceptible
change in the scope or
direction of Soviet policy. For
example, contrary to
repeat^ Western claims that
Afghanistan has placed an
extraordinary burden on the
Soviet system and become
"Russia's Vietnam," Soviet
policy remains unambig
uously steadfast.
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Who Has Musical Tunnel Vision?
Mr. Ellis,
Before you accuse me of
having musical tunnel
vision, I surest that you
inspect your own vision.
Your viewpoints on music
sound extremely biased to
me. Your use of the phrases
"White Anglo-Saxon Pro
testant, and MidwesterRockn-Roll" prove that your
viewpoints are far more
narrower than you claim

mine to be.
You stated that the
students on campus do not
listen to rock-n-roll music.
Have you done research into
this area? If you have, I would
like to see it. Furthermore,
just because I am reviewing
albums that are considered to
be rock-n-roll, what gives you
the right to say that that is all
I listen to. The Cal State
Chronicle does not buy the

albums I review. I borrow
them from friends, or buy
them with my own limited
resources. If you would like to
buy albums for me I will be
more than happy to review
them for you. Also for your
information, I listen toJazzy,
Fusion, Blues, Classical, and
even (Country Music from
time to tiihe.
Greg Timpany

iDear Editor,
'Funny that Chris Ellis
should submit a lette^tq _^e.,
Editor on behalf of the
'majority of the students'
here at Cal State. I don't
recall him asking me for my
preference in music, nor do I
recollect a questionnaire
polling the student body for
theirs. Perhaps Ellis is guilty
of t h e s a m e " t u n n e l visioned" assumptions he:
accused Gi^ Timpany of.
Thanks Mr. Ellis, but if I
want anyone to represent my <

opinion, I want it to be
accurately done.
As for his generalizations
concerning the origin, class,
race and creed of rock and roll
fans, he proves himself
ignorant again. Being from
the Midwest, I can assure
him that the music spectrum
is just as varied as it is here.
Indiana is not only the
homeland of John CougarMellencamp, but also
Michael Jackson and Cole
Porter. By the same token,
musical preference is not

dictated by social status and
religious convictions either.
If Chris Ellis is unhappy with
T i m p a n y ' s column a n d
wishes to express his
dissension, fine. But at least
do it in a manner that is
constructive and positive for
the good of all.
Sounds like you have a chip
on your shoulder, Chris!!
Marcina Correll

